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ABSTRACT 
After a power system blackout, system restoration is the most important 
task for the operators. Most power systems rely on an off-line restoration plan and 
the experience of operators to select scenarios for the black start path. Using an 
off-line designed restoration plan based on past experience may not be the most 
reliable approach under changing network configurations and loading levels. 
Hence, an objective restoration path selection procedure, including the option to 
check constraints, may be more responsive in providing directed guidance to the 
operators to identify the optimal transmission path to deliver power to other pow-
er plants or to pick up load as needed.  
After the system is subjected to a blackout, parallel restoration is an effi-
cient way to speed up the restoration process. For a large scale power system, this 
system sectionalizing problem is quite complicated when considering black-start 
constraints, generation/load balance constraints and voltage constraints. This dis-
sertation presents an ordered binary decision diagram (OBDD) –based system 
sectionalizing method, by which the splitting points can be quickly found. The 
simulation results on the IEEE 39 and 118-bus system show that the method can 
successfully split the system into subsystems satisfying black-start constraints, 
generation/load balance constraints and voltage constraints.  
A power transfer distribution factor (PTDF)-based approach will be de-
scribed in this dissertation to check constraints while restoring the system. Two 
types of restoration performance indices are utilized considering all possible res-
toration paths, which are then ranked according to their expected performance 
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characteristics as reflected by the restoration performance index. PTDFs and 
weighting factors are used to determine the ordered list of restoration paths, which 
can enable the load to be picked up by lightly loaded lines or relieve stress on 
heavily loaded lines.  
A transmission path agent can then be formulated by performing the au-
tomatic path selection under different system operating conditions. The proposed 
restoration strategy is tested on the IEEE-39 bus system and on the Western re-
gion of the Entergy system. The testing results reveal that the proposed strategy 
can be used in real time. 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
Power system restoration involves a broad diversity of tasks. Among the 
numerous complicated factors restoration of the system to normal operation as 
quickly as possible is the primary restoration objective. In general, restoration is a 
decision making process in which a set of actions are carried out by the system 
operators to mitigate the outage. 
1.1       Power System Operation States 
When the bulk transmission system is subjected to large disturbances there 
is the possibility of a system wide blackout due to cascading outages. A suitable 
preventive or corrective control scheme is needed to protect the system from these 
disturbances and outages. In order to facilitate the investigation of power system 
security and design of appropriate control strategies, power systems can be con-
ceptually classified into five operational states: normal, alert, emergency, in ex-
tremis, and restorative [1], which are shown in Fig. 1.1[2]. 
Normal State: No system component is being overloaded. All the system 
variables are in the normal range and the system operates in a secure state and is 
able to withstand a contingency without violating any constraints. 
Alert state: The system enters the alert state when the system condition is 
degraded. In this state, all the system variables are still within the acceptable 
range and no constraints have been violated. However, the system components 
may be overload when an N-1 contingency occurs and leads the system into an 
emergency state. The system may also directly transit from the alert state to the in 
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extremis state if the disturbance is severe enough. 
Normal
Restoration
In extremis Emergency
Alert
 
Fig. 1.1 Power system operating states [2] 
Emergency state: When the system is in the alert state, a sufficiently 
large contingency event may bring the system to the emergency state, where sys-
tem voltages at many buses go below the normal range and the one or more sys-
tem components may experience overloading. In this state, the system may be res-
tored back to the alert state by initiating corrective control strategies such as 
transmission system reconfiguration (TSR), generation rescheduling (GR), and 
load shedding (LS). 
In Extremis: The system enters the in extremis state if the appropriate 
corrective controls are not applied or are ineffective when the system is in the 
emergency state. Corrective control strategies in this state include load shedding 
(LS) and system islanding (SI). These controls are intended to prevent total sys-
tem blackout and preserve as much of the system as possible. 
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Restorative State: This state depicts a condition where control strategies 
are being deployed to reconnect all system components and to restore system load. 
Depending on the system condition, the system may transfer to the alert state, or 
directly transit back to the normal state. 
The North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) planning 
standards [3] define two components of reliability, 1) adequacy of supply and 2) 
transmission security: 
Adequacy is the ability of electric systems to supply the aggregate elec-
trical demand and energy requirements of customers at all times, taking into ac-
count scheduled and reasonably-expected unscheduled outage of system elements. 
Security is the ability of electric systems to withstand sudden disturbances 
such as electrical short circuits or unanticipated loss of system elements. 
Corrective control strategies provide solutions to the security problem in 
situations such as circuit overload, voltage problems, and transient problems. 
1.2       Power System Restoration 
During the past few decades, considerable effort has been directed toward 
studying the topics of preventive and corrective control. But restoration plans dif-
fer in specificity based on the characteristics of different power systems. General-
ly, the restoration process can be divided into three discrete stages: preparation, 
system restoration, and load restoration. 
The goals and objectives of restoration can be mainly grouped into the fol-
lowing three categories: 
• To restore all loads safely 
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• Minimize duration of outages 
• Minimize unserved loads. 
The restoration strategy is also affected by different types of outages: 
• Partial system 
• Full system with outside assistance 
• Full system without outside assistance. 
With regard to these considerations, there are several issues that should be 
considered during system restoration, among which a few can be listed as follows: 
(1) Load and generation balance 
It is necessary to maintain the system frequency by determining the rate of 
response of the prime movers, from which the rate of load pick-up can then be 
determined. A change of frequency may also occur if: 1) there exists a load-
generation mismatch, 2) if the rate at which a generator can be loaded is limited. 
By bringing the units with fast rates of response and proper reactive absorbing 
capabilities online, early in the restoration, the process can be shortened by a sig-
nificant time. 
(2) Reactive power balance 
During the early stages of the restoration, system voltages should also be 
maintained within an acceptable range, usually a little bit lower than the normal 
level. Because low load levels at the receiving end of transmission may raise the 
system voltages due to Ferranti effects. There are several ways to solve this prob-
lem: 1) energizing fewer high voltage lines, 2) operating generators at minimum 
voltage levels, 3) deactivating shunt capacitors/activating shunt reactors, or 4) 
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picking up load with a lagging power factor. In the literature [3], several problems 
related to reactive power balance have been described, such as sustained over-
voltages and under-voltages, generator under-excitation, and switched shunt capa-
citors/reactors. 
(3) Black-start capability or remote cranking power capability 
According to the NERC criterion, all power system utilities should have 
black-start capability arrangements to enable a restart in the unexpected event that 
all or part of the system is out of service. Black-start generators should be in-
cluded in each subsystem of the power system, so that they can start restoration 
individually and then gradually be reconnected in order to restore system integrity. 
1.3       Problem Statement 
System restoration following a power system blackout is one of the most 
important tasks of the operators in the control center. However, few computer 
tools have been developed and implemented for the on-line operational environ-
ment. Actually, most power systems rely on off-line restoration plans, which are 
developed for selected scenarios of contingencies. Since the actual outages are 
hard to predict in the planning stage, the restoration plan can only serve as a guide. 
System operators need the near real-time system information to make decisions 
with changing system conditions during system restoration. 
In this research effort, the objective is to develop a computational tool that 
can be used to provide guidance to the system operators in the operational envi-
ronment so that system restoration can adapt to the changing system conditions. 
Two aspects of the restoration strategy will be discussed in the following chapters: 
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1. An approach to split the system into suitable islands or subsystems that 
would facilitate parallel restoration. 
2. An approach to select restoration paths automatically and to check li-
miting constraints as the bulk transmission system is being restored. 
1.4       Literature Review 
The history of power system blackouts and restoration dates back to the 
early 1940s. In the early stages of evolution of the electric grid, the bulk system 
voltage ratings were low and the size of the system in comparison to the size of 
the current interconnected systems was quite small. System blackouts were main-
ly due to natural calamities, such as floods and storms. The literature contains few 
publications during this period. The early restoration activities were presented in 
[3], and some actual restoration cases was described in [4], [5]. In the late 20th 
century, expert system technology and knowledge-based methods were utilized in 
power system restoration. Among these publications, some expert system applica-
tions are found which are real-time expert systems for fault analysis and restora-
tion [6]. A more efficient system restoration method is required for most modern 
electric power utilities. 
Most electric utilities have developed system restoration plans to meet the 
needs of their own particular systems. These plans contain general guidelines for 
the system operators. But using a restoration plan which is designed based on the 
past experience and off line analysis may not be the most reliable approach as it is 
difficult to predict changing network configurations and loading levels as restora-
tion proceeds. 
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There are several papers describing system restoration guidelines and pol-
icies [7], [8]. Among all these strategies, the restoration plan can be subdivided 
according to how the cranking power is supplied into the power stations: (i) 
cranking power is from black-start generators in the outaged area, (ii) receiving 
cranking power from adjacent power system. In both strategies, parallel restora-
tion is considered to be an efficient strategy and the details of this approach will 
be given in next chapter. 
There are some papers concerning systematic or algorithmic approaches to 
system restoration. These include: (i) re-energizing the power system at extremely 
low voltages [9], (ii) algorithmic restoration control system [10]. The idea of me-
thod (i) is to re-energize the power system at extremely low voltages and then 
connect the unloaded power network. The system voltages will increase with ad-
dition of unloaded lines into the power network. In method (ii), it is assumed that 
an adjacent power network is operating normally and ready to supply cranking 
power to initiate restoration in the outaged area. Reference [11] provides a syste-
matic procedure to restore a power network with overload and abnormal voltage 
checking. 
1.5       Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents an overview 
of the OBDD-based system sectionalizing strategy. Chapter 3 presents the PTDF-
based restoration path selection algorithm. Chapter 4 presents the steps to recreate 
the system conditions that existed on June 15, 2005, that led to the storm-related 
outages in the Western region of the Entergy System. Several illustrative exam-
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ples of the application of the proposed technique for restoring systems are also 
presented in Chapter 4. Conclusions drawn from the application are presented in 
Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 2  
OBDD-BASED SYSTEM SECTIONALIZING STRATEGY 
Power system restoration involves a broad diversity of tasks. Among the 
numerous complicated factors restoration of the system to normal operation as 
quickly as possible is the primary restoration objective. A centralized black-start 
capability could accomplish the cranking task to restore the entire system with a 
sequential restoration strategy. However, the time required to restore a large sys-
tem by this method may be significantly longer. Hence, a parallel restoration me-
thod is commonly used by utilities in system restoration plans [12]. In the case of 
widespread blackouts, it is almost always advantageous to sectionalize the af-
fected area into several subsystems to utilize parallel restoration of subsystems, 
and thus reduce restoration duration. Liu et al. suggest generic restoration actions 
(GRAs) [13]. These are termed: preparation, system restoration and load restora-
tion. The first stage is to partition a system into subsystems and send cranking 
power to non-black-start generators. The second and third stages are reintegration 
of the bulk power network and minimize the impact of the outage by gradually 
picking up load. 
The resynchronization of the subsystems is quite time consuming due to 
communication complexities and the lack of measurement data during the early 
stages of restoration. To bring the entire critical load to service and restore signif-
icant load as quickly as possible before the synchronization of subsystems, a me-
thodology of sectionalizing strategy is required. This chapter focuses on the opti-
mized strategy for the first stage and introduces a three-step OBDD-based search 
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procedure, which can assist the system operator, by providing efficient sectiona-
lizing strategies during restoration. The results can be provided in near real-time 
and are capable of handling unexpected system changes during restoration. A 
common parallel restoration sequence includes: 
1. Sectionalizing of power system into subsystems 
2. Restoration of each subsystem 
3. Synchronization of subsystems 
The determination of the parallel restoration sequence to be used in restor-
ing a specific system is highly dependent on the system conditions. An inappro-
priate sectionalizing strategy can cause difficulty in synchronization of subsys-
tems or cause restored load to be tripped again. Several criteria require to be veri-
fied before the parallel restoration determination in order to maintain system secu-
rity and restoration reliability. These criteria include [12],[14]: 
1. Each subsystem must have at least one black-start generator; 
2. Each subsystem should match generation and load to maintain system 
frequency within prescribed limits; 
3. Each subsystem should have adequate voltage control capabilities to 
maintain a suitable voltage profile; 
4. Each subsystem should be monitored at the system control center to 
ensure its internal security. 
In an effort to solve the problem taking into account the first three criteria 
above, a balanced partition problem (BP Problem) based approach is considered 
[15].The BP problem consists of determining proper strategies to ensure that the 
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black-start generator constraint is satisfied, and the generation/load imbalance is 
limited. The BP Problem has been proven to be NP-complete [15], i.e. no poly-
nomial time algorithm can solve it. The search space for solutions exponentially 
explodes with the growth in the number of transmission lines, whose on/off status 
is described by an equal number of Boolean variables. Since the BP problem con-
tains a large number of Boolean variables corresponding to the transmission lines 
in a large power system, it is difficult and time consuming to determine all proper 
solutions. The ordered binary decision diagram (OBDD) based sectionalizing ap-
proach can improve the solution efficiency of complex Boolean equations and has 
been widely used in the solution of other large partitioning problems [16], [17]. 
The OBDD-based methods have been previously applied in solving power system 
islanding strategies [18], [19]. This chapter will focus on checking steady-state 
stability of the subsystems formed. After sectionalizing strategies are obtained by 
the proposed three-step method, transient stability can be checked by simulations 
on critical contingencies or line closing operations [20]. The sectionalizing strate-
gies with all the parallel restoration constraints satisfied are candidates for the sys-
tem dispatcher to consider in parallel restoration. After the search results are pro-
vided by the proposed method, the operator can select the best strategy based on 
updated system configuration and experience. Without loss of generality, only the 
case of sectionalizing one network into two subsystems is considered in the fol-
lowing sections. The approach can be extended to the more general case with 
more subsystems without loss of generality. 
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2.1       BP Problem in Power System Restoration 
Not all generating plants are suitable candidates for black-start units. Dur-
ing the parallel restoration process, all the available generators can be divided into 
two categories: 
• Black-start generators – which are capable of providing cranking pow-
er to a de-energized power system. 
• Non-black-start generators – which are incapable of providing power 
to a de-energized power system. The state space representation of an 
nth order dynamic system without any input is considered  
After the entire system is sectionalized into subsystems, each subsystem 
must have at least one black-start generator to provide power to non-black-start 
generators to carry out subsystem restoration. This constraint is denoted as a 
black-start constraint (BSC). 
Each subsystem in the developed parallel restoration scheme should have 
the ability to match generation and load to a prescribed tolerance to maintain sys-
tem frequency. Moreover, if the available generation level is close to the predicted 
load level inside each subsystem, a larger portion of the subsystem can be restored 
to facilitate the synchronization of subsystems. This constraint is denoted as the 
power balance constraint (PBC). 
When the subsystems are being synchronized, some open lines on the 
boundary of subsystems may cause system voltage problems. In the network re-
lated aspects, the critical lines that maintain system voltage stability should not be 
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included on the sectionalizing boundary in the final sectionalizing strategy. This 
constraint is denoted as the voltage stability constraint (VSC). 
The following BP problem consists of finding the sectionalizing strategies 
that satisfy BSC and PBC constraints identified above during parallel restoration. 
If there are NL branches in the power system, there are 2NL possible branch 
state combinations to check BSC and PBC constraints. Hence, the BP problem of 
a large-scale power system is quite time consuming and complicated because a 
combinatorial explosion of its strategy space is unavoidable. Moreover, it is ne-
cessary to guarantee both correctness and speed in determining the final sectiona-
lizing strategy to speed up restoration. The satisfiability of the Boolean expression 
of the sectionalizing strategy is developed and solved in Section 2.3 below. After 
the BP problem is solved, all the transmission lines should be evaluated to make 
sure no voltage violation occurs during subsystem synchronization. 
The BP problem can be analytically stated as follows, given an undirected, 
connected and node-weighted graph G(V, E, W), two subsets VGA, VGS of V and a 
positive constant d, search for a subset EC to split G into two connected sub-
graphs G1(V1, E1, W1) and G2(V2, E2, W2) such that VGAؿV1, VGSؿV2 (BSC) and 
the following constraint (PBC) are satisfied: 
 ቮ ෍ ݓ௜
௩೔א௏భ
ቮ ൑ ݀ , ቮ ෍ ݓ௝
௩ೕא௏మ
ቮ ൑ ݀                                         ሺ2.1ሻ   
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where V={v1, …, vn} is the node set, d is the allowable power balance error toler-
ance, E is the branch set. W={w1, …, wn} is the weight set; wi can be calculated by 
the following equation: 
ݓ௜ ൌ ܵீ
௜ െ ܵ௅
௜                                                         (2.2) 
where ܵீ௜  is the injected complex generator power and ܵ௅௜  is the complex load 
power at bus i. In this chapter, the restoration paths inside the subsystems are not 
considered and will be described in Chapter 3. Reactive power imbalance is high-
ly related with energizing sequence. In the actual power network, the unbalanced 
reactive power can be compensated by local reactive power compensators, and the 
real power balance and real power flow are more important during restoration. So 
only the real power balance is considered, and the weight of node i in the power 
network is defined by the following equation: 
ݓ௜ ൌ ܲீ௜ െ ௅ܲ௜                                                      (2.3) 
2.2       OBDD Representation 
It has been proved that the problem of determining satisfiability of Boo-
lean expressions is NP-complete [21]. This check of satifiability involves the de-
termination of whether the Boolean expression has value “0” or “1”.  An OBDD 
[22] is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) representation of a Boolean expression and 
is commonly used to determine satisfiability of Boolean expressions. The time 
complexity of checking the satisfiability of a Boolean function f(x1, …, xn) is O(n). 
Once the OBDD of a function is built, its satisfiability can be verified in poly-
nomial time. But the choice of variable ordering of x1, …, xn cannot be solved in 
polynomial time and has significant impact on the size of the OBDD. Once the 
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variable ordering has been chosen carefully, different kinds of logic operations 
can be performed efficiently on the OBDD. 
Fig. 2.1 below shows an OBDD (the reduction rules have not been ap-
plied), representing the function f(x1, x2, x3, x4) =x1۪x2۩x3۪x4, where the symbol 
“۪” represents the “AND” operation, and the symbol “۩” represents the “OR” 
operation. In the OBDD, a variable xi with a “False” value (having value “0”) is 
denoted by a dashed line and the variable xi with a “True” value (having value 
“1”) is denoted by a solid line. Once all possible values of a variable have been 
addressed, the OBDD progresses to the next level at which the states of the next 
variable are addressed. As can be seen from Fig. 2.1, the complete OBDD is com-
plex and can be reduced by applying the following two reduction rules [22], [23]: 
1) merging rule—two isomorphic subgraphs should be merged. As 
shown in Fig. 2.2(a) below, v1 and v2 connect to same nodes and they 
both either have value “0” or “1”. Then v1 and v2 should be merged in-
to a new node v3. All nodes that point to v1 or v2 are connected to v3 af-
ter reduction. 
2) deletion rule—a node whose two branches point to the same node 
should be deleted. As shown in Fig. 2.2(b) below, both branches of v4 
point to same node irrespective of whether v4 has value “0” or “1”. 
Then v4 should be deleted. All nodes pointing to v4 in the upper level 
are directly connected to the node that v4 pointed to before in the lower 
level. 
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Applying these rules for reduction, Fig. 2.3 shows the reduced OBDD, 
from which it is straight forward to get the solution to the satisfiability of Boolean 
expressions problem depicted in Fig. 2.1. There are 3 paths, associated with 7 
possible solutions, and the 3 paths are marked using arrows in Fig. 2.3. The result 
corresponding to each path is shown in Table 2.1. In the table, an “X” associated 
with a variable means that irrespective of whether the variable xi is “True” or 
“False” in that path, the OBDD checking result will remain the same. 
 
 
Fig. 2.1 Binary decision diagram representing the function f(x1, x2, x3, 
x4)=࢞૚۪࢞૛۩࢞૜۪࢞૝ 
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a) Merging rule 
 
b) Deletion rule 
Fig. 2.2 OBDD reduction rules 
x1
x2
x3
x4
0 1
1
2
3
 
Fig. 2.3 Reduced ordered binary decision diagram representing the func-
tion f(x1, x2, x3, x4) =࢞૚۪࢞૛۩࢞૜۪࢞૝ 
 
Table 2.1 Result of OBDD Reduction 
Path x1 x2 x3 x4 
1 1 1 X X 
2 0 X 1 1 
3 1 0 1 1 
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If there are NL branches in the power system, there are 2NL possible branch 
state combinations to check BSC and PBC constraints. Hence, the BP problem of 
a large-scale power system is quite time consuming and complicated because a 
combinatorial explosion of its strategy space is unavoidable. Moreover, it is ne-
cessary to guarantee both correctness and speed in determining the final sectiona-
lizing strategy to speed up restoration. The satisfiability of the Boolean expression 
of the sectionalizing strategy is developed and solved in following section. 
2.3       OBDD-Based Three-Phase Sectionalizing Strategy 
 Step-1: Initialize OBDD model based on system information 
To create an OBDD for a power system, every branch in the system can be 
seen as a Boolean variable, with respect to “0” or “1”. The branch with number 
“0” means this branch is open in the final sectionalizing strategy and a branch 
with number “1” means it is closed in the final sectionalizing strategy. So each 
root node in the binary decision diagram represents one binary combination of all 
the branch states, which can be tracked by a bottom-up process.  
All branches are then included in the binary decision diagram. For the dif-
ferent system constraints, if one binary combination of all the branch states satis-
fies all the constraints, then that root node will connect to the terminal node “1”. 
If any constraint violation occurs, then that root node will connect to the terminal 
node “0”. Using this logic the binary decision diagram can be constructed with 
any branch order.  For a specific power system, there is more than one OBDD 
with respect to different branch orders, but there is only one set of feasible solu-
tions satisfying a given Boolean expression. For example, a 4-bus system is 
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shown in Fig. 2.4. It is assumed that both generators are black-start generators. To 
satisfy the BSC, two possible solutions are given: 1) x1, x3 are closed and x2, x4 are 
open; 2) x1, x3 are open and x2, x4 are closed. For this set of possible solutions the 
binary decision diagram is shown in Fig. 2.5 based on the branch order x1, x2 x3, 
x4. 
When performing system restoration, operators need near real-time system 
information in order to make decisions under changing system conditions. Some 
information is extremely important in parallel restoration. These system condi-
tions include: 
• black-start capability 
• interconnection assistance 
• non-black-start plants status 
• status of transmission lines and breakers 
• predicted generation and load level inside each subsystem 
 
Fig. 2.4 Four-bus power system with two black-start units 
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Fig. 2.5 Unreduced binary decision diagram for BSC in four-bus power 
system 
 
After the information is sent to the transmission operations center (TOC), 
the OBDD parameters are initialized. The black-start unit and critical load are 
confirmed. The system load is assumed to be about 40% of the total available ge-
nerator ratings. The binary variables corresponding to the lines with certain open 
or closed status are assigned values of “0” or “1”. System operators can also set 
the transmission line status (as Boolean value) based on their experience or spe-
cial concern. This may eliminate some paths of the OBDD representing a feasible 
operation. The allowable power balance error tolerance d is also chosen by the 
TOC. Then the binary decision diagram is maximally reduced by applying the 
two reduction rules in OBDD described in Chapter 2.2. 
Step-2: Building OBDD and solving BP problem 
Before the Boolean expressions of BSC and PBC are presented, the con-
cept of the adjacency matrix of an N–node network G(V, E, W) is introduced. The 
elements ܣீ೔ೕ and ܣீೕ೔ of the adjacency matrix ܣீ are the same Boolean variable, 
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denoted by   ܾ௜௝ . If there is an edge eij א ܧ , ܣீ௜௝ = ܣீ௝௜ = ܾ௜௝ =1; otherwise 
ܣீ௜௝=ܣீ௝௜=0. For example, the ܣீof the four-bus power system shown in Fig. 2.4 
is given by (2.4). 
ܣீ ൌ ൦
0
ܾଵଶ
ܾଵଶ
0
0
ܾଶଷ
ܾଵସ
0
0
ܾଵସ
ܾଶଷ
0
0
ܾଷସ
ܾଷସ
0
൪       (2.4) 
It is easy to draw the following conclusions from Boolean matrix theory: 
ܣீ
כ ؜ ܫ ۩ ܣீ
ଵ ۩ ܣீ
ଶ ۩ … ۩ ܣீ
௅     (2.5) 
where L is the longest path in G(V, E, W). The path between two arbitrary nodes 
in the network is the shortest connection in terms of the number of branches. I is 
identity matrix (1 on the diagonal and 0 elsewhere) which has the same dimension 
as ܣீ , and  ܣீ௜  is the matrix ܣீ raised to the i-th power. The symbol “۩” here 
represents the “OR” operation on each element of the matrices. Then ܣீכ  can de-
termine the connection of any arbitrary pair of nodes inside the network. If 
ܣீ
כ
௜௝=1, there must exist a connection path between bus i and bus j. 
For example, considering the four-bus power system, L=3 and all the paths 
from ݒଵ to ݒସ in Fig. 2.4 can be obtained by (2.6). 
ܣீ
כ
ଵସ ൌ ܾଵସ۩ܾଵଶ۪ܾଶଷ۪ܾଷସ   (2.6) 
where ܾଵସ and ܾଵଶ۪ܾଶଷ۪ܾଷସcorrespond with paths ݁ଵସ and ݁ଵଶ݁ଶଷ݁ଷସ. If the sys-
tem is sectionalized into two subsystems by opening branch ݁ଵଶ and ݁ଷସ,  ܣீכ ଵସ ൌ
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ܾଵସ ൌ1 by setting ܾଵଶ=ܾଷସ=0. This represents that bus 1 and bus 4 are connected 
in the above sectionalizing strategy. 
Then the Boolean expression of BSC and PBC can be built from ܣீכ . For 
the convenience of expression, two sets of generator groups are defined as ஺ܸீ 
and ௌܸீ. There is at least one black-start generator in each group. Three sets of 
serial numbers of the nodes in the network are defined: 
ܫ஺ ൌ ሼ݅ | ݒ௜  א  ஺ܸ
ீሽ, ܫௌ ൌ ൛݆ | ݒ௝  א  ௌܸீൟ 
and  ீܫ ൌ ܫ஺ڂ ܫௌ    (2.7) 
ீܫ  contains the serial numbers of all generator nodes. Select any two arbi-
trary elements ݅஺ א ܫ஺and ݅ௌ א ܫௌ . Then, BSC can be expressed as 
      ܤܵܥ ൌ ෑ ܣீכ ௜,௜ಲ۪
۪
௜אூಲ
ෑ ܣீכ ௝,௜ೄ
۪
௝אூೄ
۪ ෑ ቀܣீכ ௞,௜ಲ۩
ഥ ܣீכ ௞,௜ೄቁ
۪
௞בூಸ
                    ሺ2.8ሻ  
 
where “۩ഥ ” represents the “EXCLUSIVE-OR” operation. The first two product 
terms guarantee that all the generators inside each subsystem are connected to 
each other. The third product term guarantees that each load bus connects to only 
one black-start generator. Obviously BSC is a Boolean function of all bijs. 
Then the PBC can be expressed as 
ܲܤܥ ൌ ෑ ۃหܣீ
כ
௜כ ൈ ܹห ൏ ݀ۄ                                          ሺ2.9ሻ
ٔ
௜ୀଵ…ே
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where ܣீכ ௜כ is the i-th row of ܣீ
כ  and ܹ ൌ ൣݓଵ, … , ݓ௡൧
்
 is the real power weight 
vector of N nodes, which has been introduced in Chapter 2.1. ܣீכ ௜כ ൈ ܹ is the real 
power balance error in the subsystem that contains node number i in the network. 
Therefore, the product guarantees that the real power balance in each subsystem is 
smaller than the power balance error tolerance d.  
To find an estimate of d, a reduced model of a reheat unit for frequency 
decline analysis [24], [25] is used. According to the North East Power Coordinat-
ing Council (NPCC) standard, the automatic under-frequency load shedding 
(UFLS) should be deployed immediately if system frequency drops to 57 Hz [26]. 
Typical system data is used to compute the minimum power balance error 
that can drive the system to the frequency of 57 Hz for each subsystem restored in 
parallel. This gives the power balance error tolerance.  For a typical reheat turbine 
model neglecting all smaller time constants, the speed deviation can be expressed 
as 
߂߱ ൌ ቆ
ܴߗ௡ଶ
ܦܴ ൅ ܭ௠
ቇ ቆ
ሺ1 ൅ ோܶݏሻ ௗܲ
ݏଶ ൅ 2ߗ௡ଶߣݏ ൅ ߗ௡ଶ
ቇ                      ሺ2.10ሻ 
where, 
ߗ௡ଶ ൌ
ܦܴ ൅ ܭ௠
2ܪܴ ோܶ
                                           ሺ2.11ሻ 
ߣ ൌ ቆ
2ܪܴ ൅ ሺܦܴ ൅ ܭ௠ ு݂ሻ ோܶ
2ሺܦܴ ൅ ܭ௠ሻ
ቇ ߗ௡                            ሺ2.12ሻ 
 
Here Km is a mechanical power gain factor. A typical value of 0.95 is used. 
H    inertia constant in seconds, typically 4.0 s; 
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fH   high-pressure power fraction, typically 0.3; 
D   damping factor, typically 1.0; 
TR   reheat time constant, seconds, typically 8.0 s; 
R   fraction of the reheat turbine, typically 0.559; 
Pd   power balance error, in per unit. 
Psys   real power in entire system 
Psubsys  real power in subsystem 
Usually Pd is in the form of a step function. The time domain solution for 
the speed deviation can be directly obtained from (2.10) as follows  
ௗܲ ൌ ௦ܲ௧௘௣ݑሺݐሻ                                                         ሺ2.13ሻ 
߂߱ ൌ ൬
ܴ ௦ܲ௧௘௣
ܦܴ ൅ ܭ௠
൰ ൫1 ൅ ܽ݁ିఒ௪೙௧ ݏ݅݊ሺ߱௥ݐ ൅ ߶ሻ൯                             ሺ2.14ሻ 
where, 
ܽ ൌ ඨ
1 െ 2 ோܶߣ߱௡ ൅ ோܶ
ଶ߱௡ଶ
1 െ ߣଶ
                                              ሺ2.15ሻ 
߱௥ ൌ ߱௡ඥ1 െ ߣଶ                                                      ሺ2.16ሻ 
߶ ൌ ߶ଵ െ ߶ଶ                                                            ሺ2.17ሻ 
߶ଵ ൌ tanିଵ ൬
߱௥ ோܶ
1 െ ߣ߱௡ ோܶ
൰                                            ሺ2.18ሻ 
߶ଶ ൌ tanିଵ ቆ
√1 െ ߣଶ
െߣ
ቇ                                               ሺ2.19ሻ 
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Step-3: Identifying voltage critical tie-lines 
During the synchronization of the subsystems, the open boundary tie-lines 
can be considered as outaged lines before they are closed. To identify critical lines 
that cannot lie at the sectionalizing boundary, N-1 voltage stability analysis is 
conducted for all line outages in the system. The most severe outages are selected 
using the contingency screening method available in VSAT [27]. 
The contingency screening feature in VSAT is designed to identify the 
critical contingencies. The screening feature of critical line contingencies classi-
fies all the possible contingencies based on their voltage stability margin. The vol-
tage stability margin of each contingency is defined as the difference between the 
pre-contingency transfer at the initial operating point and the last point where the 
post-contingency solution exists [27]. 
In this phase, all the sectionalizing strategies from Step-2 are evaluated 
based on their voltage stability performance. The candidate strategy with critical 
lines on the boundary will be eliminated. Moreover, the voltage stability margin 
of each contingency inside the subsystems can be obtained as needed. 
Fig. 2.7 shows the flow chart of the proposed three-step OBDD-based 
search procedure. 
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Fig. 2.7 Parallel restoration strategies searching method flow chart 
2.4       Simulation Results 
A. Simulation Results for the IEEE 39-bus Network 
 Several assumptions are made before the BP problem is solved using 
OBDD algorithm. There are 10 generator buses in the system, two of them are 
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assumed to be the black-start units. They are bus 30 and bus 36, which are shown 
in the first row of Table 2.2. To find all the possible solution among 
234≈1.718×1010 possible choices, it is assumed that bus 30 will send cranking 
power to buses with serial numbers ܫ஺ ൌ{30, 31, 32, 37 and 39}; bus 36 will send 
cranking power to buses with serial numbers ܫௌ ൌ{36, 33, 34, 35 and 38}. The 
total generation in the entire system is 6192.9 MW and the total load is 6150.1 
MW. The generation/load balance error in each subsystem is selected as d=90 
MW. 
 The ordering of Boolean variables is set as follows (using the criterion 
based on the sum of the ending nodes weights): 
ܾଷ,ସ ൏ ܾ଻,଼ ൏ ܾଵହ,ଵ଺ ൏ ܾଵ଺,ଶସ ൏ ܾଵ଺,ଶଵ ൏ ܾଶଷ,ଶସ ൏ ଼ܾ,ଽ 
    ൏ ܾହ,଼ ൏ ܾସ,ଵସ ൏ ܾସ,ହ ൏ ܾଶ଼,ଶଽ ൏ ܾଷ,ଵ଼ ൏ ܾଶ଺,ଶଽ 
൏ ܾଶ଺,ଶ଻ ൏ ܾଶହ,ଶ଺ ൏ ܾଶ଺,ଶ଼ ൏ ܾଵ଺,ଵଽ ൏ ܾଵ଺,ଵ଻ ൏ ܾଶ,ଷ 
൏ ܾଵସ,ଵହ ൏ ܾଵ଻,ଶ଻ ൏ ܾଶଵ,ଶଶ ൏ ܾଶଶ,ଶଷ ൏ ܾ଺,଻ ൏ ܾଶ,ଶହ 
൏ ܾଵ଻,ଵ଼ ൏ ܾଽ,ଷଽ ൏ ܾଵ,ଷଽ ൏ ܾଵଷ,ଵସ ൏ ܾଵ଴,ଵଷ ൏ ܾଵ଴,ଵଵ 
൏ ܾ଺,ଵଵ ൏ ܾହ,଺ ൏ ܾଵ,ଶ 
 
 With the black-start constraint and generation/load constraint checking, 
the total search time on a 34-branch system is less than 4.77 seconds. Only two 
paths, associated with two sectionalizing strategies without any constraint viola-
tions are found. The results are shown in Table 2.3 and Fig. 2.8. 
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Table 2.2 Generator Data of IEEE 39-Bus System 
Bus No. (ܫ஺) PG (MW) Bus No. (ܫௌ) PG (MW) 
30 250.00 36 560.00 
31 572.87 33 632.00 
32 650.00 34 508.00 
37 540.00 35 650.00 
39 1000.00 38 830.00 
Table 2.3 Sectionalizing Searching Results of IEEE 39-Bus System 
Number Cut-set lines between two sub-systems 
Generation and load 
mismatch (MW) 
1 3-18, 14-15, 25-26 89.4, -46.6 
2 3-18, 4-14, 13-14, 25-26 89.4, -46.6 
 
B. Simulation Results for the IEEE 118-Bus Network 
In this section, the standard IEEE 118-bus data is used to verify the pro-
posed method. There are 186 branches in the network. To accelerate the search, a 
network simplification method introduced in [19] can be used. In this paper the 
network simplification is not considered and the original network is used. The 
generation/load mismatch limit is chosen as d =150 MW. The real-power genera-
tor data is shown in Table 2.4. Several assumptions are made before the BP prob-
lem is solved using the OBDD algorithm. Bus 31 and bus 87 are assumed as 
black-start generators and the cranking groups are given in Table 2.5. The selec-
tion of the cranking groups is based on the generators synchronization groups in 
contingency analysis when their synchronization is lost [18]. The generation level 
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is reduced to about 40% of generation ratings with the entire critical load in ser-
vice.  
There are 211 possible sectionalizing strategies. The results for the critical 
contingency screening based on voltage performance are shown in Table 2.6 
based on the maximum power transfer level. After eliminating the candidate strat-
egies which contain these voltage stability vulnerable lines, there are 137 strate-
gies that satisfy BSC, PBC and VSC. Fig. 2.9 shows one possible system sectiona-
lizing strategy. Six lines are open in the sectionalizing strategy, they are 
൛݁ଵହ,ଷଷ, ݁ଵଽ,ଷସ, ݁ଷ଴,ଷ଼, ݁଺ଽ,଻଴, ݁଻଴,଻ସ, ݁଻଴,଻ହൟ 
Table 2.4 Generator Data of IEEE 118-Bus System 
Bus No. PG (MW) Bus No. PG (MW) Bus No. PG (MW) 
10 180.00 54 19.20 87 1.60 
12 34.00 59 62.00 89 242.80 
25 88.00 61 64.00 100 100.80 
26 125.60 65 156.40 103 16.00 
31 2.80 66 156.80 111 14.40 
46 7.60 69 206.40   
49 41.60 80 190.80   
Table 2.5 Generator Cranking Groups of IEEE 118-Bus System 
Group No. Node Serial Numbers Total real power gen-eration (MW) 
1 31, 10, 12, 25, 26 431 
2 87, 46, 49, 54, 59, 61, 65, 66, 69, 80, 89, 100, 103, 111 1274 
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Fig. 2.9 Sectionalizing strategy on IEEE 118-bus system 
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Table 2.6 Voltage Stability Screening on IEEE 118-Bus System 
Rank Type From Bus Number 
To Bus 
Number Zone 
1 Line 8 9 1 
2 Line 9 10 1 
3 Line 38 65 1 
4 Line 8 5 1 
5 Line 38 37 1 
 
The BuDDy package (v2.0) [28], which supports all standard OBDD op-
erations and especially many highly efficient OBDD vector operations, is selected 
to develop a program in C++ language on a PC (Core2 6700-2.66G CPU and 
2.0GB DDRAM). The package has evolved from a simple introduction to OBDDs 
to all the standard OBDD operations. 
With the black-start constraint and generation/load constraint checking, 
the total search time on a 186-branch system is less than 3 minutes. 
These results reveal that the checking module found two solutions for the 
BP problem. In the actual case, once it is determined that parallel restoration is 
feasible for the system, the operators only need to consider the two selected can-
didate strategies instead of all 2186 strategies. This is a very big saving in time. 
The operators’ final decision will be made with consideration of the current state 
of system and availability of alternative generators and lines. If none of the sec-
tionalizing strategies are suitable for the current system status, the operator can 
change the generation cranking group or relieve power balance error tolerance for 
further searching. 
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It should be noted that the generators’ cranking group can be different. To 
maximize the generation capability, all the non-black-start generators are consi-
dered available during the restoration. The problem of optimizing generation ca-
pability during the restoration is complex and involves a large number of combi-
natorial choices [29]. A number of constraints have to be verified before initiating 
the cranking process. The constraints mainly include voltage and frequency tran-
sient, voltage drop and protective relay actions [30]. Hence, the black-start and 
non-black-start generators start-up sequence should be adjusted depending on real 
time generator status. Moreover, from the network topology it is observed that 
arbitrary generator groups cannot guarantee that there is a sectionalizing strategy. 
In the actual case, the operators have to evaluate the generator groups considering 
these constraints and cranking sequence. If the system does not have enough gen-
eration capability in each subsystem, the load level in the subsystems should be 
reduced. Before all the generating units are restored or the subsystems are syn-
chronized, operators should maintain the generation/load balance in the subsys-
tems. 
2.5       Impact of the Sectionalizing Strategy on the Parallel Restoration 
This section presents an efficient approach to search for system sectiona-
lizing strategies using the OBDD-based technology. The proposed method de-
composes the splitting search process into three parts: 1) determination of branch 
status and ordering in OBDD, 2) finding the boundary of the subsystems under 
the black-start constraint and constraint of minimizing the generation/load imbal-
ance error, 3) evaluation of system voltage stability during parallel restoration. 
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The proposed approach will sectionalize the system into suitable islands or 
subsystems that would facilitate parallel restoration. Then a sequential restoration 
would accomplish the restoration in each subsystem. After the subsystems are res-
tored, the tie-lines could be energized to synchronize subsystems. The method 
was tested on the IEEE 118-bus test networks. The results indicate that method is 
effective during the early stages of the restoration as they provide guidance to the 
operators on how parallel restoration could be performed. 
The method focuses on the first stage of the restoration. It gives the system 
operators direct guidance with respect to sectionalizing strategy and generator 
cranking groups. The results can be provided in real time after system condition 
change. This three-step method may not be the final sectionalizing strategy. And 
there is no need to stick to the rigid boundary of the subsystems. The OBDD vari-
able values can be updated with the unpredicted system condition changes or spe-
cified by operators. This chapter provides a search method that augments the op-
erators’ capabilities. The constraints can also be updated and checked with opera-
tor choices after OBDD searching. 
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CHAPTER 3  
PTDF-BASED AUTOMATIC RESTORATION PATH SELECTION 
This chapter examines the restoration path selection for the blacked-out 
transmission systems based on efficient checking of the thermal, transient stability 
and voltage constraints on the transmission system after the affected area has suf-
ficient power supply/generation available. The algorithm determines the restora-
tion path to restore the area, however, the lines identified for restoration may not 
to be energized simultaneously, and each transmission switching operation should 
be checked and verified carefully for safety constraints prior to energizing the 
lines. 
In an effort to reduce the time duration and cost related to service interrup-
tion, and to check some of these constraints, several analytical tools have been 
proposed, such as: expert systems [31]-[32] and heuristic approaches [33]. These 
methods integrate knowledge from the operators and computational algorithms 
such as power flow and transient stability software to optimize the restoration 
process and to verify that constraints are not violated. In this dissertation, a com-
putational tool that can be used to provide guidance to the dispatchers in the oper-
ational environment so that system restoration can adapt to the changing system 
conditions is proposed. 
3.1       PTDF-Based Restoration Path Selection 
To determine the correct sequence for energizing the lines, the concept of 
PTDF [34] and weighting factors are used. This idea was originally developed in 
contingency analysis and evaluated for the removal of branches or the loss of ge-
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nerators at specific nodes.  In this dissertation the novelty of the approach is to 
plan restoration by calculating the PTDFs for candidate lines to be closed. Even 
though the concept of PTDF is well established, the use of this idea in system res-
toration is unique and has not been attempted before. 
To use the linear approximation, the calculation of PTDFs involves the de-
rivatives of complex numbers. For the derivatives to be valid, the equations must 
obey the Cauchy-Riemann requirement. The Cauchy-Riemann requirements are 
briefly described as follows. 
Let f(x+jy)=u+jv be the complex equation in question, f is holomorphic if 
and only if u and v are continuously differentiable and their partial derivatives sa-
tisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations, which are:  
߲ݑ
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                                           ሺ3.1ሻ 
If a line is a radial line between buses i and j, the change in power flow on 
the radial line due to a complex power injection at another bus k can be evaluated 
[35]. The PTDF relating the loading in the line from bus i to bus j with respect to 
the injected complex bus power Sk on bus k, is denoted as ρij,k. 
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To prove that (3.2) obeys the Cauchy-Riemann requirement, the approxi-
mation of near unity bus voltage magnitude is applied to (3.2). 
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It is assumed that Ik = Ikr+jIki, Zim = Zimr+jZimi and Zjm = Zjmr+jZjmi. 
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From (3.3), 
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The Z elements in the equations above are obtained from the bus imped-
ance matrix. Vi is the bus voltage at bus i. zij is the primitive impedance of the line 
connecting bus i to bus j. From (3.6), it is obvious that PTDF equation satisfies 
the Cauchy-Riemann equations. 
3.2       Radial Lines Restoration Performance Index 
In the approach developed, restoration performance indices (RPIs) will be 
calculated for ranking two types of branch closures. 
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During the transmission restoration process, all the newly added lines can 
be divided into two categories: 
1. Radial lines – which will create a branch between an existing node 
and a new node. 
2. Loop closure lines – which will complete paths between two exist-
ing nodes. 
The restoration time period, in which the transmission system is restored, 
usually takes 3 to 4 hours [19]. In order to speed up system restoration in the ab-
sence of system constraint violations, it is assumed that the radial lines will be 
candidates to be restored first, rather than loop closure lines. 
If the distribution factors are arranged in a rectangular array, the power 
transfer distribution factor matrix can be formed as 
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(3.7) 
where, 
NL is the number of lines in the current system 
NB is the number of buses in the current system 
pSΔ is the power flow change on line number p 
qSΔ  is the power injection change on bus number q 
After a new radial line with load at the end of the line is restored in the 
system, the power flow on the lines that have already been restored will change. 
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The capability of different restored transmission lines to sustain this power flow 
change will also be different. For example, a lightly loaded line will be able to 
withstand a higher power flow increase than a moderately loaded line when a 
radial line with load is restored in the system. The change in power flow with 
each possible line addition can be estimated using the PTDF calculation with re-
spect to the existing system topology. 
If all the restored lines are not close to their thermal limit, the existing 
power flow expressed as a percentage of the thermal limit on each restored line 
will be used as a weighting factor ω on the change in power flow (obtained from 
PTDFs) to evaluate each candidate radial line path restoration. A restoration per-
formance index (RPI) is then evaluated for each candidate radial line considered. 
The RPI is the sum of the products of the weighting factor and power flow change 
in each existing transmission line. For each candidate radial line, its RPI is the 
sum of the products of the weighting factor and power flow change in each exist-
ing transmission line. Then, the candidate radial line with the lowest value of its 
RPI vector element is restored first. This index is referred to as a Type 1 RPI: 
pp
NL
p
SRPI ω×Δ=∑
=1
1    (3.8) 
3.3       Loop Closure Lines Restoration Performance Index 
If a line with primitive impedance zij is a loop closure between buses i and 
j, a new intermediate matrix denoted as Ztemp is considered: 
Tree collapse is essential to the cutset determination algorithm and guaran-
tees that generators being identified as belonging to the same slowly coherent 
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group are located in the same island. The idea of using tree collapse in islanding 
was first introduced in [18]; however, in this dissertation the tree collapse algo-
rithm developed is both effective and efficient in handling large power systems. 
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To get the new bus impedance matrix, Kron reduction is performed: 
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The ܼ௕௨௦௢௟ௗ  and ܼ௕௨௦௡௘௪ elements in the equations above are obtained from the 
bus impedance matrix before and after system topology changes. To calculate the 
updated PTDF ijaddnlm
_
,ρ relating the loading in the line from bus l to bus m with re-
spect to the injected complex bus power Sn on bus n, after adding a line from bus i 
to bus j, substitute the new bus impedance matrix values obtained from (3.10). 
The PTDF is then given by: 
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Then, the power transfer distribution factor matrix with the addition of the 
line from bus i to bus j is obtained as: 
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For each possible loop closure line, a specific matrix Δρadd_line is evaluated. 
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This matrix captures the change in each PTDF element due to the addition 
of the line.  If q heavily loaded lines exist in the restored system, restoration of the 
next radial line can result in limit violations. In such instances, loop closure lines 
should be first evaluated for restoration in order to relieve the stress on the lines 
that are almost at their limit. In order to compare the candidate loop closure lines 
a Type 2 RPI for line i to j is defined: 
( ) pq
p
p
ijadd SRPI ωρ ×ΔΔ= ∑
=1
_
2      (3.1) 
SΔ  is the vector of injected complex bus power changes due to the clos-
ing of the candidate radial line. Then, the candidate loop closure line with the 
lowest RPI is restored first, which means that it can relieve the most stress on the 
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heavily loaded lines. 
Fig. 3.1 shows the flow chart of the proposed automatic restoration path 
selection algorithm. As shown in the flow chart, the algorithm only needs the cur-
rent system state to determine the next line to be closed, rather than power flow 
calculations to check the transmission line thermal constraints. All possible 
transmission lines that can be restored are evaluated. If any line is not available or 
fails to be closed, operators can consider the next best option from the sorted res-
toration index list until the blackout area is fully restored. 
 
Fig. 3.1 Restoration path selection algorithm flow chart 
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3.4       N-1 Criterion and Area Determination 
During the early stages of restoration, a reasonable balance should be 
maintained between generation and load to avoid frequency deviations [36]. At 
this time, generation and load in the system are kept at a very low level to main-
tain system basic operation, and there might be several radial line candidates that 
have RPI values that are close to each other but could result in the restoration 
process bringing back to service totally different load areas. 
The load areas to be restored should be defined by system operators based 
on system configuration or load priorities. In the proposed approach if there are 
more than one load areas, the sequence in which to restore the load areas is de-
termined based on the NERC N-1 criterion [37] and system transient security 
analysis. The area with the largest transient stability margin and least number of 
insecure contingencies will be restored first. 
N-1 contingency analysis is performed on all candidate load areas to be 
restored using the software package TSAT (DSATools [38]). The severity of a con-
tingency can be assessed using the transient stability index (TSI). The TSI is cal-
culated as follows, 
100100100
max360
max360 <<−×+
−
= TSITSI δ
δ
     (3.2) 
δmax is the maximum angle separation of any two generators in the system 
at the same time in the post-fault response. TSI > 0 and TSI ≤ 0 correspond to sta-
ble and unstable conditions respectively. The area with the largest stability margin 
and least percentage of insecure contingencies should be restored first. This en-
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sures that the restored load area would be least susceptible to further degradation 
due to transient instabilities. 
3.5       Line Switching Issues 
When energizing lightly loaded transmission lines or underground cables, 
the excessive VArs generated by the undercompensated high voltage lines can 
increase voltages to unacceptable high levels which are referred to as sustained 
power frequency overvoltages. If not controlled, these voltages could cause se-
rious reactive power imbalance resulting in generator self-excitation, transformer 
overexcitation and harmonic distortions. 
Basically, sustained overvoltages can be controlled by absorbing the reac-
tive power generated by the lightly loaded transmission lines. This can be done in 
several ways [14]. 
• having sufficient under-excitation capability on the generators  
• picking up loads with low power factor  
• switching on shunt reactors  
• adjusting transformer taps  
• operating FACTS controllers, such as SVCs, TCRs and UPFCs.  
 
Due to the fact that adjustments of the control variables are subject to the 
constraints imposed by plant and system operating conditions, the total effect of 
these control variables will determine whether the long transmission line can be 
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energized successfully or not. 
3.6       Summary 
The suggested approach uses the power transfer distribution factor algo-
rithm and weighting factors to determine the optimal restoration sequence for the 
transmission system. This path selection procedure is performed mainly by check-
ing system thermal constraints. The stability constraints and voltage constraints 
are addressed in the following Chapter. The restoration path selection algorithm is 
intended to assist the system operator during restoration, by providing a restora-
tion index. 
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CHAPTER 4  
SIMULATION RESULTS OF RESTORATION PATH SELECTION  
4.1       Overview of Examples and Test Beds 
This chapter presents a power transfer distribution factor (PTDF) -based 
path selection approach for large-scale power systems. Two types of restoration 
performance indices are utilized considering all possible restoration paths, which 
are then ranked according to their expected performance characteristics as reflect-
ed by the restoration performance index. Test results which are primarily con-
cerned with load restoration in the outaged system are provided based on IEEE 
39-bus system and a realistic restoration exercise for the Western region of the 
Entergy transmission system. 
The case studies have been designed with the objective of evaluating the 
performance of the algorithm. The Western region of the Entergy transmission 
system is chosen as a realistic case. The entire power supply for the affected area 
had to be obtained from outside the affected area. IEEE 39-bus system is selected 
to test the algorithm on a multi-generator outaged system. All simulations were 
performed in MATLAB 2010 on one PC (Core2 6700-2.66G CPU and 2.0GB 
DDRAM). 
4.2       Test System Data 
In June 2005, severe thunderstorms precipitated and forced the interrup-
tion of three critical lines in the Western region of the Entergy system. The loss of 
these lines impacted the ability of the electrical system to serve the Western re-
gion load because these lines were tie-lines into the Western region. Within 
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seconds, the generation and other critical lines in the area tripped, and over sever-
al minutes the Western region separated from the rest of the system [39]. The sys-
tem was restored back to normal within four hours after the disturbance. The 
Western region of the Entergy network is shown in Fig. 4.1. The proposed power 
transfer distribution factor (PTDF) -based restoration path selection method is ap-
plied to the Western region storm scenario and the IEEE -39 bus system. Moreo-
ver, a novel optimal approach to restore the Western region is discussed in this 
chapter. 
In the planning case representing summer peak conditions, the Western 
region load was approximately 1900 MW. Following the storm event a total of 11 
lines were tripped separating the Western region from the rest of the Entergy sys-
tem [39]. The lines that were tripped are shown in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 Lines That Separated the Western Region from the System 
No. From To 
1 Fork Creek (97695) Sam Rayburn (97704) 
2 Cheek (97692) Dayton (97632) 
3 China (97714) Sabine (97716) 
4 China (97714) Amelia (97689) 
5 Hightower (97474) Jacinto (97476) 
6 Stowell (97707) Shiloh (97725) 
7 Cypress (97690) Poco (97494) 
8 Kountze (97700) Doucette (97694) 
9 Pee Dee (97512) Rivtrin (97536) 
10 Grimes (97514) Huntsville (97484) 
11 Grimes (97514) Conroe bulk (97459) 
49 
 
 
Fig. 4.1 The Weste
 
rn region of the Entergy system 
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Shortly after the disturbance event, the transmission operation center 
(TOC) operators started to take manual actions to switch the outaged lines back 
into service. The first manual action recorded in the events summary relating to 
the outages and the restoration activities is the restoration of the China (97714) - 
Amelia (97689) line at 19:04:44, approximately 8 minutes after the initial event. 
The restoration failed because of sustained phase B to ground fault. The first suc-
cessfully restored line was Kountze (97700) – Doucett (97694) at 19:22:28, ap-
proximately 26 minutes after the initial event. The actual restoration process that 
was followed by the system operators is detailed in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2 System Restoration Time Log 
No. Time Index 
1 19:22:56.000 2955 KTB To DCT 
2 19:24:26.000 5295 STW TO SHILOH 
3 19:25:47.893 6970 POCO TO CYP 
4 20:06:28.000 16515 JAC TO HIGHTOWER 
5 21:01:03.000 16250 CNB TO GRI 
6 21:12:25.000 6460 RVT TO PEEDEE 
7 21:44:03.000 22820 CHEEK TO DAYTON 
8 21:57:54.000 13260 SAB TO CHINA 
 
From the details provided in [39], the Lewis Creek units which are the ma-
jor generating units in the affected area could not meet the immediate load de-
mand because they sustained minor damage during the event. Therefore, the en-
tire power supply for the affected area had to be obtained from outside the af-
fected area. Given this premise it was imperative that critical tie lines be restored 
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first in order to provide an outside source for black start. The application of the 
proposed path selection algorithm with constraint checking is detailed below. 
4.3       Proposed System Restoration on Western Region of Entergy System 
The steps taken by the automatic restoration path selection algorithm is as 
follows: 
Step 1: China (97714) is chosen as the power source bus sending cranking 
power to the generators inside the affected area. China (97714) Substation is one 
of the four bulk power sources into the region. China (97714) – Jacinto (97476) 
and China (97714) – Porter (97567) are the only two 230 kV lines in the Western 
region. There is a total of 1587 MVA power injection capability into the Western 
region through these two lines. The transmission line China (97714) - Amelia 
(97689) experienced a sustained fault during the outage and is one of two 230 kV 
paths to the China Substation. The other line China (97714) – Sabine (97716) is 
the first line that the TOC operators tried to restore at 19:04:44. 
The first step in the proposed approach is to provide power/voltage to the 
critical generator buses inside the affected area. The goal in this study is to restore 
voltage to the Lewis Creek (97451, 97452) generating bus/station, if the station is 
available and not damaged. The single line diagram is shown in Fig. 4.2. 
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Fig. 4.2 Single line diagram connecting power 
 
 
 
source China and generator bus Lewis Creek through Jacinto 
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Step 2: The Woodlands area is located in the Southwest portion of the 
Western region, and it has a high concentration of residential and commercial 
loads. This area includes Conroe (97459), Alden (97544), Goslin (97468) and 
some other heavily loaded buses. This area is defined as Area I, and the remaining 
portion of the Western region as Area II. The transmission lines at the boundary 
between Area I and Area II are shown in Fig. 4.3 and Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3 Boundary Lines Between Area I and Area II 
No. From To 
1 97475 (Cleveland) 97476 (Jacinto) 
2 97461 (Lewis) Creek) 97471 
3 97461 (Lewis) Creek) 97466 
4 97461 (Lewis) Creek) 97458 (Conair) 
5 97461 (Lewis) Creek) 97544 (Alden) 
6 97567 (Porter) 97463 
7 97567 (Porter) 97566 
8 97459 (Conroe) 97539 
 
N-1 dynamic contingency analysis is then simulated on both areas using 
TSAT software as described in Chapter 3. The results show that if Area I is res-
tored first, 4 out of the 68 possible contingencies are insecure and all secure con-
tingencies have an average TSI value of 89.85. However, if Area II is restored 
first, 16 out of the possible 184 contingencies are insecure and the average TSI for 
all secure contingencies is 87.98. Hence, based on the relative severity of the dy-
namic security assessment it is determined that load Area I should be restored be-
fore load Area II.  
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Fig. 4.3 Loads areas boundary in Western region
Area I 
Area II 
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Once this has been ascertained the algorithm progresses systematically to 
determine the transmission paths to restore in order to supply the load in Area I 
based on the procedure described above. 
Step 3: The transmission lines and loads in Area I are restored based on 
the RPI values of all possible transmission lines to be restored. The assumption is 
that the same amount of load at each end of the new radial lines will be energized. 
The algorithm will choose the line that is closer to the generator buses or power 
source buses. The system topology is quite similar to that of a tree. When one or 
more transmission lines are close to their transmission limit, the algorithm will 
force the tree to create some loops to relieve the stress on the branches. Three 
lines are shown below. 
• 97461(Lewis Creek)- 97466- 97520 (Fort pipe) 
• 97520 (Fort pipe)- 97460- 97456- 97542- 97475 (Cleveland)  
• 97476 (Jacinto)-97475 (Cleveland)- 97542 
 
In this step, both types of RPI value calculation are utilized to perform 
thermal constraint checking. The calculation illustration will be shown in the fol-
lowing section. The system one line diagram after these lines are restored is 
shown in Fig. 4.4. 
56 
 
 
Fig. 4.4 Single l
 
ine diagram in Step 3 
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Then, the remaining lines in Area I are restored. These include 
• 97459 (Conroe)- 97465- 97511- 97566 
• 97468 (Goslin)- 97455- 97463 
The single line diagram with these lines restored is shown in Fig. 4.5. 
Step 4: After the transmission lines supplying the load area are fully res-
tored, N-1 contingency analysis is simulated on restored buses as described in 
Chapter 3. The maximum load level that can be supplied in order to guarantee that 
all N-1 contingencies will be secure is determined. 
According to the RPI calculation, transmission lines in Area II can be 
picked up in sequence. After picking up the following lines, the single line dia-
gram is shown in 
• 97566 -97467 (Porter) -97567 
• 97467 (Porter) -97533 -97532 (Hickory) -97627 -97754 
• 97627 -97723 -97726 
• 97723 -97632 (Dayton) 
• 97693 (138 kV, China) -97593 -97626 (Raywood) -97724 -97632 
(Dayton) 
• 97626(Raywood) -97750 -97725(Shiloh) 
• 97750 -97748 -97749 
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• 97461(Lewis) -97483 -97536 (Rivtrin) 
• 97461(Lewis) -97545 -97538 -97488 -97519 -97484(Huntsvl) 
• 97461 (Lewis) -97464 -97457 -97453 
• 97459 (Conroe) -97539 -97470 -97469 -97454 -97514 
• 97476 (Jacinto) -97479 -97495 -97489 -97494(Poco) 
• 97536 (Rivtrin) -97537 -97529 -97499 -97497 -97496 -97518 -97685 
-97694(Doucett) 
• 97484 (Huntsvl) -97480 -97486 -97485 -97536 (Rivtrin) 
• 97484(Huntsvl) -97480 -97487 -97514 (Grimes) 
• 97536 (Rivtrin) -97528 -97535 -97552 -97492 -97553 -97494 
 
The resulting load pick up curve obtained by the proposed method is then 
compared to the actual load pick up curve that was obtained when the Western 
system was restored by system operators following the storm-related outages. The 
plot is shown in Fig. 4.6. 
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Fig. 4.5 Single line diagram with all lines restored in Area I 
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selection algorithm. 
Table 4.5 N-1 Contingency Checking Result 
Area Insecure N-1 contingencies 
1 0 
2 4 
It should be noticed that there are totally 12 buses without any generation 
or load on them. Based on Type I RPI algorithm, this kind of buses will have 
higher priority compared with generator/load bus. If both the generator bus and 
this kind of “empty bus” are ready to be energized, the generator bus will have the 
priority. The system restoration sequence and the RPI algorithm utilized are 
shown in Table 4.6. 
Table 4.6 IEEE-39 Bus System Restoration Path 
Steps 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Lines 2-30  1-2  1-39  9-39  8-9  5-8  5-6  6-31  6-7  7-8  
Actions RPI1  RPI1  Crank  RPI1  RPI1  RPI1  RPI1  Crank  RPI1  RPI2  
Steps 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
Lines 6-31  6-11  10-11  10-32  10-13  13-14  4-5  3-4  12-13  3-18  
Actions Crank  RPI1  RPI1  Crank  RPI1  RPI1  RPI1  RPI1  RPI1  RPI1  
Steps 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
Lines 17-18  17-27  11-12  2-3  2-25  25-37  25-26  26-28  28-29  29-38  
Actions RPI1  RPI1  RPI2  RPI2  Area2  Crank  RPI1  RPI1  RPI1  Crank  
Steps 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
Lines 14-15  15-16  16-19  19-33  19-20  20-34  16-21  21-22  22-35  22-23  
Actions RPI1  RPI1  RPI1  Crank  RPI1  Crank  RPI1  RPI1  Crank  RPI1  
Steps 41 42 43 44 45 46 
Lines 16-24  23-24  16-12  4-14  26-29  26-27  
Actions RPI1  RPI2  RPI2  RPI2  RPI2  RPI2  
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4.5       Illustrations of Intermediate Steps 
4.5.1    Example I: Radial Line Ranking with Type 1 RPI 
After the cranking power supply is available to the generator buses in the 
affected area, the transmission lines and loads are restored gradually. In this case, 
4 transmission lines into Area I are evaluated using the RPI1. Assuming that 5% 
of the load at the end of the lines is picked up while the transmission lines are res-
tored, the RPI calculation results are shown in Table 4.7. 
Table 4.7 Type I RPI Result in Example I 
Line RPI1 Value 
97461 to 97466 7.4589 
97461 to 97458 8.7566 
97461 to 97544 7.5896 
97476 to 97475 9.2649 
 
Based on this ranking, the transmission line from Lewis Creek (97461) to 
Sheawil (97466) as shown in Fig. 4.10 is restored first. The comparison between 
actual power flow and the PTDF predicted power flow is shown in Fig. 4.8. The 
error observed is within 6%, indicating that the PTDF provides a fairly accurate 
estimate of system performance. The comparison of actual power flow with that 
predicted by PTDF after adding the other lines in Table 4.7 is shown in Fig. 4.9. 
From this figure, it is observed that the PTDF based power flow results are very 
close to those obtained by running the actual power flow. All the candidate radial 
lines are then evaluated using the RPI approach. The RPI values indicate the res-
toration priority of the lines. It is recommended that the line with the lowest RPI 
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value should be restored first. However, the final decision on restoring the lines 
could is left to the operators based on their experience and safety considerations. 
 
Fig. 4.8 Comparison of the actual power flow and PTDF predicted power flow 
 
Fig. 4.9 Comparison of the actual power flow after adding lines
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Fig. 4.10 Single line diagram showing the radial line candidates and the optimal line in RPI table after generator buses are energized, 
Example I
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4.5.2    Example II: Loop Closure Line Ranking with Type II RPI 
 
Since the power flow analysis indicates that the line 97476 – 97543 is 
within its rated limit, the algorithm developed to determine the sequence in which 
transmission lines are restored is then applied to determine the next transmission 
line to be restored. PTDFs and RPI2 are utilized to choose the next line to be 
energized. Fig. 4.12 shows that when line Lewis Creek (97461) – Sheawil 
(97466) is close to its thermal limit, the algorithm chooses line Security (97456) – 
Jayhawk (97542) which is a loop closure line to be restored next. The power flow 
change after closing this line is shown in Table 4.8 and Fig. 4.11. 
 
Fig. 4.11 Comparison of the power flow before and after adding loop closure line
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Fig. 4.12 Single line diagram showing the loop closure line Security (97456) – Jayhawk (97542) is energized due to line thermal limit 
on another line, Example II 
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Table 4.8 Type II RPI Result in Example II 
No. Line Power Flow Before Closing New Line (MW) 
Power Flow After Closing New 
Line (MW) 
1 97456-97542 140.8 102.4 
2 97543-97471 132.1 93.6 
3 97475-97476 0 108.3 
 
These results reveal that the power flow on the heavily loaded line 97456-
97542 reduces from 140.8 MW to 102.4 MW (thermal limit of this line is 206 
MVA), and some of the power flow is picked up by the line 97475-97476 (ther-
mal limit of this line is 287 MVA). This relieves the stress on the heavily loaded 
line and fully utilizes all restored lines to speed up the system restoration. 
 
4.5.3    Example III: Sustained Overvoltage Checking and Control 
 
Before energizing the transmission lines selected using the RPI approach, 
sustained overvoltages should be evaluated to make sure no voltage violations 
occur. A generator terminal voltage violation example in the process of restoring 
line 97458-97461 is depicted in Fig. 4.13. The generator terminal voltages are 
shown in Fig. 4.14. Buses 97451 and 97452 are the generator buses inside the 
area being restored, bus 97714 is the outside black start source, which has a large 
generation capability. 
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Fig. 4.13 Single line diagram showing the transmission line 97461 – 97458 (the dashed line) to be energized 
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The results show that the sustained overvoltages can be efficiently con-
trolled by methods described in Chapter 3. It is important to note that the extent of 
the generator's voltage reduction is usually constrained by underexcitation of ge-
nerators brought about by a number of limiting factors, including generator ter-
minal low voltage limit, reactive ampere limit relay and minimum excitation limit 
relay. It may be necessary that more than one voltage control method needs to be 
applied in a given system. 
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CHAPTER 5  
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
5.1       Conclusions 
This dissertation provides a method using OBDD to split the system into 
suitable islands or subsystems that would facilitate restoration. The proposed 
strategy decomposes the spitting process into two parts: 1) determination of 
branches order in OBDD, 2) finding the boundary of the islands under the con-
straints of minimizing the generation load imbalance. 
A systematic method is presented for developing an automatic restoration 
path selection procedure after a blackout/island occurs. The suggested approach 
uses the power transfer distribution factor algorithm and weighting factors to de-
termine the optimal restoration sequence for the transmission system. This path 
selection procedure is performed by checking system thermal constraints, tran-
sient stability constraints and voltage constraints. The restoration path selection 
algorithm is intended to assist the system operator during restoration, by provid-
ing a restoration index. Two kinds of restoration performance indices (RPI) are 
shown. The restoration indices are effective during the restoration of the transmis-
sion system as they provide guidance to the operators on how transmission lines 
should be restored. The algorithm was tested on the Western region of the Entergy 
system. The restoration sequence for the transmission lines ensures that the ther-
mal constraint is satisfied during the restoration and can adapt to the changing 
system conditions. The transient stability constraint is also checked before and 
after each load area is restored to make sure that the system is secure and stable. 
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• The OBDD-based sectionalizing method has been tested on several IEEE test 
systems, which include the IEEE 14, 39, 57, 118-bus systems.  
• The proposed approach will sectionalize the system into suitable islands or 
subsystems that would facilitate parallel restoration. Then a sequential resto-
ration would accomplish the restoration in each subsystem. 
• Compared to the original restoration strategy in the Entergy system, the new 
restoration path strategy generated by the program provides a more efficient 
approach in terms of the numbers of operations to restore the unserved load 
in the system than the actual restoration operation. 
• The transmission thermal limit, transient stability constraints and voltage 
constraints are guaranteed to be satisfied during the restoration process.  
• Two kinds of restoration performance indices (RPI) are shown. The restora-
tion indices are effective during the restoration of the transmission system as 
they provide guidance to the operators on how transmission lines should be 
restored. 
5.2       Contributions 
The contributions of this dissertation include: 
1) Using OBDD method to split the system into suitable islands or sub-
systems that would facilitate restoration. The proposed strategy decomposes the 
spitting process into two parts: 1) determination of branches order in OBDD, 2) 
finding the boundary of the islands under the constraints of minimizing the gener-
ation-load imbalance. 
2) An automatic transmission path selection method is developed and 
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implemented for the on-line operational environment. This computational tool 
that can be used to provide guidance to the operators in the operational environ-
ment so that system restoration can adapt to the changing system conditions. 
3) Power transfer distribution factor method is used to evaluate all poss-
ible transmission lines that can be restored with constraint checking. This is the 
first time this method is used to solve the system restoration problem. 
4) The proposed restoration strategy is demonstrated on a realistic power 
system disturbance. This demonstrates the potential to extend the proposed re-
search approach into a practical restoration strategy and provides a feasible algo-
rithm to design restoration plans based on given system conditions. 
5.3       Future Work 
In system sectionalizing, the branch order can be optimized to improve the 
OBDD algorithm performance. If the Boolean variables exceed 10,000, the calcu-
lation speed is not acceptable for the on-line decision. But an optimized branch 
ordering can improve the speed significantly. 
The load buses are assumed to have same priority during the restoration in 
this dissertation. In actual cases, some buses may have higher priority in system 
restoration. A weighting factor can be introduced in the restoration path selection. 
The restoration path to send the cranking power to non-black-start genera-
tors can be determined before the restoration path selection based on the generator 
status and availability. 
Consider power market in restoration. System stability, restoration time 
and economy are considered as a multi-objective optimization. 
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Finally, some implementation and coordination issues of applying restora-
tion strategy in realistic power systems could be considered. 
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